
Teamsters in Western Pa. Voted No on our
contract supplement to protect our health benefits.

By sticking together, we forced Hoffa and Hall to
improve TeamCare. But our coverage will still be
cut under the new TeamCare plan. We should not
Vote Yes for less.

UPS made $4.5 billion last year. They will make
billions again this year and don’t need to cut our
healthcare coverage to line their pockets. 

Teamsters across the country are organizing to
Vote No again. The largest UPS local in the
country, Louisville Local 89, is mobilizing
members to Vote No again. So are other
members across the Central Region.

The momentum is growing. Our Teamster
brothers and sisters in Philadelphia Local 623 and
Metro Philly are mobilizing to Vote No again too. 

A No Vote on our supplements will send a clear
message that we will not approve the contract
until our healthcare coverage is maintained.

UPS does not want to risk a third No Vote
because the Teamster Constitution would require
a strike vote at that point. 

UPS wants this contract settled without even talk
of a strike. This gives us leverage, but it’s up to
us to use it. Use the power of your vote. Vote No
on your mail ballot and send it back in.

VOTE NO AGAIN!
Don’t Vote Yes for Less!
On Sept. 18, Vote No to tell UPS and the IBT to
maintain our health coverage without cuts.

UPS made $4.5 billion last year. They will make
billions again this year and don’t need to
reduce our health benefits.

Vote No Until Their Contract Offer Includes:
No Healthcare Cuts. Maintain our healthcare at the same level of coverage
we currently have. 
Protect Affordable Retiree Healthcare. No $400/month premiums for
family retiree healthcare coverage.
Guarantee No Benefit Cuts During the Contract: Include a “Maintenance
of Benefits” clause in the contract that says: “No health benefits presently in
effect shall be reduced during the life of this
agreement.” Other Teamster contracts have this
language. Our contract should too. 


